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Neutrinos



Very Large Array (VLA; New Mexico)
c©NRAO/AUI/NSF



Very Large Telescope (VLT; Chile)
c©ESO/Y. Beletsky



Extremely Large Telescope (ELT; Chile)
c©ESO/L. Calçada/ACe Consortium



Overwhelmingly Large Telescope (OWL; Concept)
c©ESO Telescope Systems Division



(Kilodegree) Extremely Little Telescope (KELT; South Africa)(Kilodegree) Extremely Little Telescope (KELT; South Africa)



https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/~gpetitpas/Links/Astroacro.html

H0LiCOW H0 Lenses in COSMOGRAIL’s Wellspring

Hot DOGs Hot Dust-Obscured Galaxies

WISEASS Weizmann Institute of Science Experimental Astrophysics Spectroscopy System

Super Huge Interferometric Telescope

Far Ultraviolet Camera

https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/~gpetitpas/Links/Astroacro.html


If you’re seeing things...

6 Million Neutrinos 1 Electron



...running through your head (or hand)

c©https://medium.com/@tonyjesudasan_63069/interesting-science-facts-d39667db4257

65 billion neutrinos/second

https://medium.com/@tonyjesudasan_63069/interesting-science-facts-d39667db4257
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Neutrinos Ghosts

Difficult to see

Very lightweight

Different types

https://ghostbusters.fandom.com/wiki/CDI_System

https://icecube.wisc.edu/news/view/475

https://ghostbusters.fandom.com/wiki/CDI_System
https://icecube.wisc.edu/news/view/475
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Neutrinos Ghosts

Moves through objects

Difficult to see

Very lightweight

Different types

Spirit

Seen in the Antarctic

?
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Who you gonna call?

IceCube Neutrino Observatory



Ghost-particle busters!

1.75 miles depth



Ghost-particle busters!

Ectoplasm

c©Sony Pictures



Ghost-particle busters!

Ectoplasm

c©Sony Pictures

Where do the ghost (particles) come from?Where do the ghost (particles) come from?

How large is the ghost (particle)?How large is the ghost (particle)?
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I ain’t ’fraid of no ghost

Where do the ghost (particles) come from?



I ain’t ’fraid of no ghost
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I ain’t ’fraid of no ghost



This video was shown in the talk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwRSk524dpo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwRSk524dpo
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What happens if the Sun becomes a black hole?
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We die!



What happens if the Sun becomes a black hole?

We die! . . . but slowly









Black holes and ghosts?
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Take-home message

I Astronomers are really bad at naming things

I Ghost-particles (neutrinos) are really weird and there’s
many

I Black holes are not vacuum cleaners

I Black holes are in every Galaxy (produce ghost particles?)

Who you gonna e-mail? Felicia.Krauss@psu.edu
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